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WWII HEADHUNTERS 

 
BEN BYLAND MEMOIRS FINAL CHAPTER (Author's Note:  It is with great sadness that I continue Ben's recap 

of his WWII experiences for him, as he is no longer with us.  He passed on March 26, 2014 at the age of 93)   
 
Ben said that what they had to eat was not always the best, and so some of the men went foraging.  
Bunches of bananas were brought back (which helped), but what the men really wanted was fresh 
meat.  Ben and Andy took one of the big transport trucks into the jungle where they had spotted some 
water buffalo.  Andy shot the water buffalo in the head with standard GI .30-06 jacketed (FMJ) 
rounds, and the water buffalo seemed unaffected (other than being made a little mad).  They drove a 
little ways off and Ben switched places with Andy and used his M1 Garand with armor piercing (black 
A/P) rounds and killed the buffalo with a single head shot.  That night, everyone in camp had water 
buffalo steak, but when an officer came in to enjoy the "feast," and found out where they got the meat, 
he forbade any further expedition or gathering parties for bananas or buffalo.  Evidently a native had 
complained about some bananas on his plantation having gotten stolen and one of his water buffalos 
being killed, and the army had to reimburse him (at an egregious cost).  Ben said that he later learned 
that certain "owners" in New Guinea were guaranteed reimbursement for anything they lost 
(including trees, etc.) due to bombing, etc.  Ben shook his head during the retelling of this and said 
that he thought they were lucky that GIs were there so that they didn't get murdered by the Japanese 
and have everything simply taken or destroyed.  He continued to shake his head and said "what a 
crazy way to run a war, but I guess that's just the way it is." 
 
Ben recounted how sometimes one army branch would "hijack" certain items from other army 
branches.  I recall him recollecting that his group ended up with a case of canned peaches this way 
(amongst other things).  The trick was not to get caught. 
  
I asked Ben about coconuts for food (as these didn't seem to be forbidden).  Ben looked at me and 
scowled.  He said that they got so sick of coconut as a mainstay that they got to the point that they just 
couldn't eat coconut or drink coconut milk.  I asked initially how they got the coconuts out of the 
trees.  Did they shoot them down?  Ben said no, that the natives learned to climb the trees almost 
since birth and that their big toes were shaped such that they would almost hook them on either side 
of the tree and shimmy up one (almost walk up one) using hands and feet with such ease that you 
would think they weren't climbing almost straight up.  He said that only once did he ever see a native 
fall doing this (and that native didn't survive), but for one to fall was extremely rare and almost 
unheard of.  (Incidentally, I never saw or heard of Ben ever eating coconut during all of the time I 
knew him.- Duane)   
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During Ben's "early days" in New Guinea, he recollected about a push the Japanese made that would 
have "wiped us out" had it not been for an "Aussie artillery group.  They saved our bacon," he said , 
adding that "if it hadn't been for them, the Japanese would have over-run us and that would have 
been it for all of us."  
  
Ben mentioned that the Japanese used a bolt action rifle with a cover that upon the last shot would 
make a distinctive sound, whereby all allied soldiers would pour fire into that location as they knew 
their enemy could no longer return fire.  He said that it didn't take long for the Japanese to figure this 
out and to remove that cover from their rifle. 
  
Regarding the jungle in New Guinea, Ben said that there were two levels of jungle, a lower level, 
where one had to cut their way through with a machete, and an upper level sixty plus feet above the 
ground.  The 80th  hollowed out runways and "hanger bays" in the lower jungle where they would 
maneuver the aircraft, align, sight in and test their aircraft's guns and store their planes.  Ben said 
that by using this technique the Japanese never figured out where the 80th had hidden its planes. 
  
When Ben told about the war with a spark in his eyes, increased fervor, and real authority in his voice 
it was when he talked about maintaining his P-38s.  Amongst all of his other war memories, 
maintaining the P-38s was what Ben was proud of most.  It was as if World War II really started for 
him with the arrival of the Lightning, not only because that is when the tide turned for the allies, but 
because Ben considered these "his babies" and tuning and maintaining these with his crew were his 
singular specialty during the war. Ben commented that the four .50 caliber Browning machine guns 
(firing the .50 BMG round), and the 20MM canon in the aircraft's nose made these formidable planes 
indeed, and that some pilots wanted their machine guns to shoot straight and that others wanted fire 
from all machine guns to converge at 600 yards, etc.  Each pilot had his preference, and it was Ben's 
job to have each plane ready at a moment's notice, and keep them in readiness he did.  Machine gun 
accuracy and alignment testing was done in the jungle, under its upper protective canopy - out of 
sight of the Japanese.   
  
Ben recounts how he was working on one of the P-38s and met a conversant and engaging gentlemen 
in the cockpit whom he spoke to at length and then resumed his work, only to find out later that his 
conversation had been with Charles Lindberg (of  Spirit of St. Louis transatlantic flight fame), who 
had come there to help the pilots take off better in shorter distances and give them advice on how to 
fly longer distances using less fuel. 
  
In addition to the 5 guns on the P-38 - four fifty-caliber Browning machine guns and a 20MM cannon, 
the other critical item housed in the nose of the plane was a movie camera.  Ben said that immediately 
after each pilot landed, two men would arrive in a jeep (one of them an officer) and together they 
would remove the camera, bag it and take it with them.  If I recall what Ben said correctly, these two 
men had a key which allowed them to unlock the housing so that the camera could be removed from 
the fuselage.  Ben said that this camera was activated every time the pilot pressed the trigger on any of 
his guns and that it was used to verify his "kills." 
  
Ben said that the top brass was working through issues of primer ignition and even powder charges 
until they got things just right in regards to loads for the big-fifties as he called them.   
  
Ben said that one had to remember that the air temperature at 20,000 feet altitude was significantly 
different than the temperature on the ground, that it was much colder.  The air was also less dense 
(thinner), so usage of fuel was less at higher altitudes.   
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Pilots would come back complaining that their rate of fire was extremely slow on their big-fifties when 
they dive-attacked zeros from high altitude.   
  
Ben figured out that  the oil supplied for the aircraft machine guns worked fine at ground level, but get 
up thousands of feet in the air and it "gummed up" and slowed machine gun fire below what was 
acceptable in a combat situation.  After all, when a pilot had a target and pressed the trigger, he 
wanted that target obliterated not just sporadically hit.   
  
So Ben, in conjunction with feedback from the pilots, began thinning the oil used to lubricate the big-
fifty machine guns with kerosene, and eventually got a mixture that worked extremely well as an 
effective lubricant at high altitudes.   
  
With this "secret weapon" of proper lubrication, the 80th  went through more ammunition and racked 
up more kills, than any other squadron in the South Pacific. (and accounted for 50.6% of the total 
claimed by the 8th Fighter Group; 224 out of 443. -Tex) 
  
The top brass came to investigate why so much ammunition was being used, but from the movies of 
the effectiveness of the pilots and the number of verified kills made, they went back to Washington, 
and approved the extra ammunition needed for pilots of the 80th Fighter Squadron. I asked Ben if he 
ever told them why so much more ammo had been used and what he had done.  With a big smile on 
his face he said, "Nope!"  He further commented that he didn't believe they ever figured it out. 
  
Ben remarked that the Zeros were extremely fast because they essentially had no armor.  "It was 
almost like they were made out of papier-mâché," he said, "but our pilots couldn't out-maneuver 
them, so they attacked from above," from higher altitude than the Zeros flew at and flew "right 
through them." 
  
Ben spoke of a time before this when supplies ran low.  Pilots had previously complained long and 
loud about the number of tracers at night, that there were too many and it was such a bright stream 
that it detracted from them hitting their target.  So, Ben removed tracers from the links and replaced 
them with other rounds.  But unlike others who serviced airplanes and discarded their tracers, Ben 
saved his.  There came a time when no ammunition had arrived in the normal shipments.  So Ben and 
his crew strung together the only ammunition they had to link together.  Their pilot went up as 
ordered and when he came back he approached Ben and said, "what the hell did you put in my 
machine guns?"  "I pressed my trigger and my target exploded like a Roman Candle!"  Ben said, "all 
tracers sir.  It's all that we had!"  The pilot shook his head, muttering as he stalked away.  "But at least 
my pilots could still fight" was all Ben had to say when he recounted this, remembering with a smile 
on his face and a twinkle in his eye.  
 
Ben said that one of the greatest mistakes he ever made (in his entire life) was to volunteer.  When he 
hesitated, I asked him for more information.  "They tell you to never volunteer," he said, "and I should 
have listened."  When pressed, he told of a time when top brass came there and asked if anyone knew 
how the 20MM canon in the nose of a P-38 worked.  "Everyone was there," Ben said, "and no one 
raised their hand, so like a fool I did."  Ben said, "I was fresh out of armorer school and so I went up, 
field stripped it, explained its function, and reassembled it in front of the brass and all of the men."  I 
asked Ben what was wrong with this?  Commanders had asked if anyone knew.  He did, and he 
showed them, so what could be wrong?  Ben said that since he was a private at the time that the 
sergeant in charge took this as a personal affront and assigned all types of extra duties to Ben and 
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"made life hell" for him, for as long as he possibly could.  However, the top brass remembered, and 
when they came by to travel to an area where they needed a good armorer and technical advisor they 
took Ben along with them. 
  
In looking through Ben's photo scrapbooks from the war, I noticed planes sporting paintings of 
beautiful Caucasian women all either scantily clothed or not clothed at all, and later of these same 
women fully clothed, and I asked him why the change.  Ben talked about General MacArthur coming 
through New Guinea and mandating that all women on the 80th's planes be fully clothed.  Ben 
commented that at the same time all New Guinea native females were given T-shirts so that they no 
longer went topless (how they convinced them to wear T-shirts I do not know).  I had always heard 
great things about General Douglas MacArthur and told Ben this.  Ben said that none of the enlisted 
men could stand this S.O.B., and that they were all happy when he left! 
  
On one of these trips, allied pilots had hit a Japanese airbase and had caught all planes on the ground.  
They had had a field day, and had destroyed all aircraft on the ground.  Ben was asked to look these 
planes over for anything unusual.  Ben called the top brass over and showed them a Japanese 
chambered .50 caliber machine gun made in Germany (the Japanese .50 caliber round is quite a bit 
shorter than the .50 BMG used in our Browning machine guns).  If memory serves me right it was in 
the back canopy portion of the Japanese plane.  Ben said that the brass were so excited by this find 
that they had him remove it, crate it up and that they shipped it back with them. 
  
On that trip Ben found a Japanese soldier who had been hit by a .50 BMG round in the center that 
had nearly cut him in two.  Ben said the projectile had nicked a knife that the Japanese soldier had 
tucked in his belt.  Ben said that he took the knife (and other paraphernalia that the soldier had on 
him) and that he soaked the knife for three days in gasoline to get the blood out.  The soldier also 
carried a flag, and a picture of a woman (presumably his wife).   
  
When I told Ben what the current value of Japanese Nambu pistols and samurai swords from WWII 
were today, Ben just shook his head as he recounted how many of these he had thrown into bomb 
craters and covered, so that the enemy could no longer use them. 
  
Ben collected fragments of instrument panel and other useful parts of the Japanese aircraft which he 
fashioned into knife handles for several knives he made.  He commented that he could never get the 
temper of the blade perfect to please him, and that consequently they just wouldn't hold an edge like a 
good knife should.  One of these knives was displayed (on loan) for many years in the Crescent City 
Nevada Museum, and Ben wouldn't have gotten it back except that he had his GI serial number 
inscribed on it, and had his dog tags to prove it was his.  It was eventually, reluctantly returned. 
  
Ben told of another occasion where he was called upon to go and examine other Japanese artillery.  
He said that the Japanese had spent many years (possibly even a decade) hollowing out the side of a 
mountain, where they had installed railroad tracks and a large artillery piece.  Ben said that the allies 
had one "hell of a time" getting to that gun and disabling it, and that it killed many of our men, but 
they finally got to it and disabled it.  Ben examined it and pried the Japanese inscribed plate off of the 
gun which he kept. 
  
Ben mentioned how our soldiers had cornered Japanese troops numbering in the thousands, and 
how, although they were offered terms of surrender, the Japanese waded out into the water of a 
shallow cove, but refused surrender.  Ben said that the Japanese soldiers were attacked by sharks who 
were attracted to the blood of the wounded.  Ben said that if any Japanese soldier began to surrender 
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that his own officer would shoot him with his pistol.  And he recounted how finally in frustration that 
the allied forces machine gunned all of the Japanese, killing them because they would not surrender, 
and they could not leave them living to continue to fight against us.  The beach this happened on 
became known as "maggot beach" due to the millions of maggots on the shores from the many 
thousands of Japanese who died there. 
  
Ben recounted the time that he finally saw "his first white woman in three years."  She was dressed in 
a white nurse’s uniform aboard an aircraft that was flying the wounded out of New Guinea.  Ben 
recalled that she was wearing a Colt Government .45 on her hip (the only woman wearing one he saw 
during the war).  Ben said that with the sunlight behind her all dressed in white that she looked like 
an angel to him.  Ben was carrying a man in a stretcher that had had his arm nearly blown off, and the 
arm was hanging by a flap of skin.  Ben said that he shrugged his shoulders and started to cut off the 
flap of skin, but she shook her head and said, "lay it next to him in the stretcher where it should be 
just like it is."  Ben did so, and was still in awe of the splendorous vision he had seen - a woman of his 
own race & kind, all dressed in white and giving aid to men in need.  
  
Ben mentioned a time when they were all lined up for chow, when new arrivals of officer's rank, 
stepped to the front of the line, right in front of the base commander.  Remember when Ben 
mentioned that no one on New Guinea wore insignia of rank, well, these newcomers not only wore 
insignia, but also wore either patches or medals showing that they had received a group citation for an 
engagement in which they never participated.  In front of his men the base commander busted these 
newcomers down to private, and his men made quick work of making sure that only those actually 
there wore that citation.  I believe that afterwards they offered the newcomers coconuts, which 
brought both a hearty laugh from those in the Squadron as well as a bewildered look from the 
newcomers at what they had perceived as a welcome gift. 
  
Speaking of coconuts Ben related an event that occurred near the end of his stay in New Guinea.  As 
Ben described it I guess upper ranks had begun to look at the length of combat time various soldiers 
in New Guinea had served during their time there.  Since Ben had been dropped off on a New Guinea 
pier with the first of the 80th Fighter Squadron sent there, he and a select few other survivors (along 
with Andy & Red) were in this group.  Ben mentioned that a Senator's son was amongst this group as 
well, and that during the time this group was isolated in a fenced area beneath the shade of coconut 
trees, that anyone in this group was restricted from performing normal duties.  Ben never said as 
much, but the implication was that this review may have been insisted upon by the Senator partly 
because the Japanese threat on New Guinea had been neutralized and because this Senator's son was 
in this select group.  In any case, while "top brass" was trying to figure out how to reassign and 
transport this group of men to a non-combat area, a coconut from their "shade grove" fell on the head 
of the Senator's son and killed him.  Ben said that "all hell broke loose" after that and that his group 
was immediately transported off of New Guinea.  Ben ended up finishing his last 6 months of service 
behind a desk for the Navy where he obeyed orders and "did his part" but he wasn't really keen on 
this, because he didn't feel that his skills as an aircraft armorer were being utilized as they might have 
been elsewhere.  But Ben was glad that he had made it, that he had survived, and that he (eventually) 
got to go home, traveling by plane on the last plane he ever boarded and flew. 
  
After Ben returned home, he contacted his old boss at Pacific Telephone and Telegraph and told him 
that he was home from the war and that he needed a job.  Ben went with him to the first house on 
their list to install a phone.  Ben started to crawl under the house to do the wiring, but his foreman 
stopped him and said, "I'll do this, you go inside."  
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As Ben was doing the wiring inside and installing the phone there, he said, "I looked down to see the 
most beautiful pair of green eyes looking up at me that I had ever seen."  A voice said, "my doctor only 
gives me six months to live."  Ben replied, "you look just fine to me." Ben spoke to this young belle 
about just having returned from the war, and thereafter asked both her and her father's permission if 
he could return and show her some pictures taken during the war and spend time with her there.  
Upon receiving permission, Ben returned faithfully each and every day for the next six months until 
he and this beautiful, green-eyed, red haired lass were engaged.  They were married three months 
later and thus began their long and happy life together of 64 wedded years until Miriam Eulabelle 
Byland passed away on April 6, 2011 at the age of 96. Ben outlived her by nearly three years until his 
death on March 26, 2014, when he died from the side-effects of a chemotherapy treatment for his 
leukemia at the age of 93.       
  
When Belle (as we called her) passed away, I heard heavy thumping noises in the living room and 
entered there to see Ben throwing his World War II scrapbooks in the trash.  I said, "Ben, what are 
you doing."  "This phase of my life is over, and I don't want these anymore."  I ask him to reconsider, 
but his mind was made up.  I asked him, "Ben, are you sure."  "Yep," was all that he said.  "Okay, then 
these are mine" was my reply as I gathered these priceless journals of war-time memorabilia in my 
arms.  "One day Ben, when it is cold and rainy outside and you have nothing better to do, we are going 
to go over these together, and you will be glad I saved them," I told him. Fortunately, we didn't wait 
for such conditions for this to happen, or it probably never would have.  Although I have all of Ben's 
scrapbooks, Ben said that he and his select group of men, the first to be sent off of New Guinea 
together, reviewed their photographs and decided that "folks back home don't need to see this" and 
together burned many photos depicting the more "raw" or uncouth aspects of their wartime 
experience.  So admittedly, what I was shown was an "edited" toned-down version of what these brave 
men experienced.  Ben's feeling of accomplishment from the Second World War is that he survived - 
that he made it home.  Ben never considered himself a hero - although to me he certainly was and 
always will be!  He considered those men heroes "who never made it home" - those who died in battle.  
But Ben did make it home! 
  
He touched many lives - amongst whom mine was one of the foremost of lives impacted, with our 
close bond and friendship enduring for over 45 years from when I was seven years old until his 
passing.  He married the woman of his dreams and was married to her for 64 years.  He lived to the 
ripe old age of 93, after having traveled the deserts of the western United States for much of his adult 
life, and having enjoyed their beauty, magic, and majesty the likes of which only writers such as Zane 
Grey have come close to accurately depicting.  His memory and influence will be with me always as 
will the reminder that it was only during the last 3 years of his life that he ever recounted or shared 
any of his World War II memories, which I have recorded for posterity to the best of my ability, to the 
honor and memory of SGT  Ben L. Byland - Aircraft Armorer for the 80th Fighter Squadron, and the 
men and women who like him, offered to give their all in the great "War to end all  Wars - World War 
II."   
Ben's experiences, recounted to the best of my recollection, are presented to the 80th Fighter Squadron - The 
Headhunters-  as my gift to them in honor of my lifelong friend, Sergeant Ben Lewis Byland GI# 19003956.  Duane 
Wieden. 

 
Why you should send me your memoirs  and photos.   

“Did you write it down? If you did not, you should have. This is because only what you have committed to paper has 
significance. Man's experience is only that which he has recorded. The more you consider that, the more significant it 
may become. The Heinlein Hypothesis declaims that only the historic record establishes the essence of the human 
experience. If it was not written down, it might as well not have happened”.  Lt Col Jeff Cooper 
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Likewise if you have a scrapbook or other such item, please take it to a commercial service like Kinko’s and have it 
copied to a CD or thumb drive.  HH HQ will reimburse you for your reasonable expenses if you send us a copy (and give 
a copy to your children and grandchildren) and I will endeavor to preserve it on the website.  Again, “If it was not 
written down, it might as well not have happened”.  Many thanks to Duane for his care and concern for one of us 
Headhunters! 

 

KOREAN WAR HEADHUNTERS 

Hi Tex,  I acquired your email address from the 80th website contact page. I’m hoping you can help 
me.  I’m trying to track down information about my father, 1st Lt. Ralph E. Jacobs, MIA, Korea 
on 23 JAN 51. He was flying an F-80 with the Headhunters, Flight “C” when his craft crashed at 
37.55N 127.45E. I also know he flew P-51’s during the F-80 hiatus in August, 1950. I have the 
“yearbook” printed by the 80th but little more than that to tell me what he was doing, how he got 
there and anything else about his service in Korea. I attend the annual POW-MIA meetings provided 
by the DoD but they have little to add. All of my father’s records burned in the NPR fire in St. Louis. 
My ultimate goal is to document as much as possible about my father for his great-grandchildren 
and potentially, to help find his remains for repatriation from Korea. 

 Are there still any veterans alive and active in your organization who flew with the 80th during the 
period January 50 – January 51? If so, I sure would like to contact them and learn as much as 
possible. I’m willing to pay for a membership and attend reunions if necessary.   Any assistance you 
might provide would be deeply appreciated. Sincerely,     Byron Jacobs, 838 Newport Circle 
Redwood Shores, CA 94065  (650) 619-2503 byron@monttech.com 

 
Credits  

1LT RALPH EDWARD JACOBS 

80TH FIGHTER BOMBER SQUADRON  
AIRCRAFT TYPE: F-80C .  AIRCRAFT: 49-1854    

HOSTILE, DIED WHILE MISSING (MIA) 
REMAINS NOT RECOVERED 

DATE OF LOSS: JANUARY 23, 1951        SERVICE NUMBER: 17124A 
BORN: AUGUST 21, 1924       HOME:  INDEPENDENCE, MO 
LOCATION: SOUTH KOREA       TOWN OR AREA: CHUNCHON AREA 
DISPOSITION DATE: JANUARY 17, 1952    KOREAN WAR PROJECT KEY NO: 14492 

Comments: First Lieutenant Jacobs was the pilot of an 
F80C Shooting Star fighter interceptor with the 80th 

javascript:openpopup_27b5('remembrance_credits.html')
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Fighter Bomber Squadron, 8th Fighter Bomber Group. On 
JaJanuary 23, 1951, while on a combat mission, the 
aircraft's wing tip tank came loose causing the plane to 
crash near Chunchon, South Korea. His remains were not 
recovered. 

Take a look at this website:  http://www.koreanwar.org/html/units/usaf/80fbs.htm   Some very 
interesting information.  We  have our own page-Tex 

 

HEADHUNTERS DOWN 

To view information about a particular Headhunter Down, go to the website.  Point your mouse to 
“News” and the subcategory “Final Flights” will appear.  Click to view obits and other info.- Tex 

Colonel Lawrence (Larry) N. Guarino, 

 

Larry, 92 passed away peacefully on August 18, 2014.  The real love of his life was Evelyn, whom he 
met at a church dance and to whom he was married  for more than 71 years. Larry received his wings 
and commission in the U.S Air Force in 1943. During WWII, he saw service in North Africa, Italy 
(flying Spitfires!-Tex) and China. He was recalled again for the Korean War. He was later assigned to 
the Philippines, Japan, and Okinawa. Major Guarino was flying combat missions in Southeast Asia in 
early 1965 when he was shot down and forced to eject over North Vietnam. He was captured and 
taken as prisoner of war, spending the next 2,801 days in captivity. Colonel Guarino was released on 
February 12, 1973. He was awarded the nation's second highest award, the Air Force Cross, also the 
Distinguished Service Medal, two Silver Stars, a Legion of Merit, two Distinguished Flying Crosses, 
two Purple Hearts, and more than 50 service medals. Larry later authored A P.O.W.'s STORY: 2801 
DAYS IN HANOI about his experience.   

In 2012, our Association returned the plaque to the Juvat Headhunters.  Here’s the letter I sent to them: 

Greetings, Fellow Headhunters!          April 2012 
 
Last summer, Colonel Larry Guarino USAF (Retired) called and asked if the Association would safeguard a plaque that 
he was given by the jocks of the 80th prior to his deployment from Itazuke to Viet Nam.  He’d been, briefly, the 80th CO 
and they gave him the plaque at his going-away party. 
 
“Who is Larry Guarino?”  I can hear you asking. Well, he was just a guy who  flew Spitfires in the early stages of  WWII, 
later flew with Chennault in the Flying Tigers, was recalled for the Korean War, stayed in and flew F-105’s in the South 
East Asian War Games- you know where the US won the “Miss Congeniality” and “Most Improved” awards…He was 
shot down and spent more than 8 years as a POW.  8 years, gentlemen! If you didn’t know him well, he’d never, ever 
mention that to you. His son, Allan, flew in Viet Nam while his Dad was a prisoner and later Al was a Juvat 
Headhunter. 

http://www.koreanwar.org/html/units/usaf/80fbs.htm
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This plaque had hung in the Itazuke O Club since about 1950.  That means it is about 35 years older than most folks in 
this room.  With Larry’s concurrence, I am returning it to its rightful home. Guard it well from the petty and vindictive 
thieves of the Other Squadron.  

From Dean Hope:    
Sorry to inform you that Dad (Glenn Hope)  passed away last month. He was 94 and his old body 
gave way to the complications of a long life. He went peacefully in his sleep. I have been the care 
caregiver this last year and after taking care of the after death affairs I'm on a month trip to Bali Indo. 
Staying at a good friends where I have been beforehand. Needed a break and a little adventure.  If I'm 
right, Dad was the last of the original Head Hunter pilots ?   Hope all is well with you. Dean 

Aloha Dean,  
This is very sad news, although I'm glad to hear he didn't suffer.  I was proud to have Glenn as a 
friend, and our golf games together with you and your Dad are true great memories of mine.  May 
he rest in Peace, and forever soar with the Eagles.  Yes, I believe Glenn was the last of the original 
Headhunter pilots.  Dino Cerutti is still here, but I think he came to the Sq later. Take care, my 
friend, and enjoy your time now.  I'll get the word out to the rest of the Squadron.  Hope to see you 
at future reunions!   All the best,  Jaybird 

Colonel Jacksel "Jack" Broughton, RIP 
  

 

 
An icon of military aviation has gone West. Col. Jack Broughton passed away Friday evening. He 
died peacefully at Laguna Hill Memorial Hospital after a brief illness; he was 89. His family was 
present at his bedside. His wife of 63 of years, four grown children, eight grand children and 
younger brother were at his side during the final hours.  This respected and highly decorated fighter 
pilot and famous author will be missed by all who knew him. He was a patriot and true hero that 
dutifully served God and his country with honor and commitment. Funeral arrangements and 
pending.   Your thoughts and prayers are greatly appreciated. Robert Broughton (brother) 
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Major General James Eugene McInerney, Jr 

 

Major General James Eugene McInerney, Jr, USAF (Retired), died of natural causes at Walter Reed 
National Military Medical Center on October 14, 2014. He was 84. 

“During the summer of 1967 some of the fiercest fighting in the air war over Hanoi occurred and 
Jim was in the middle of it personally destroying 17 SAM sites (a world record). He was awarded 
the Air Force Cross, 3 Silver Stars and 7 Distinguished Flying Crosses.”  (Let’s not forget the MiG-15 
he shot down in self-defense after the armistice-Tex) 

Please visit our website (no registration needed) for a complete bio and see the comments from the River Rats 
who attended his memorial.: http://80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/major-general-james-eugene-
mcinerney-jr/ .  Posted under the “News” tab, “Final Flights” tab. 

 

 

FROM THE ORDERLY ROOM 

 
HEADHUNTER HEADLINES AND THE NEW WEBSITE: 

 
Major Chris “Lude” Kibble  completely redesigned our website.  We’re now on version 2.2. You 
should go take a look at it:  www.80fsheadhunters.org  It is faster, easier to navigate and post on than 
the old one.  There’s no complicated registration procedures. No More Paypal!  All areas are open to 
the public except for the Newsletters,  Master Roster and JBC sections. Visit the site 
www.80fsheadhunters.org and take a look around. Check out the “News” and “Reunions” tabs.   
 
Starting in November, I plan on making the Newsletters available to all members (registered on the 
website or not) via email or a Dropbox link- simply click on the link and open the Newsletter. 
However, I need a current and accurate email list.   Very shortly, you should receive  a 
postcard asking for your email address.  Please send me that email,  with your name 
and email address in the body of the message.  Please send it today.  Note that I have a 
new HH01 email address: HH01@80fsheadhunters.org.   

If you want access to the Master Roster or website Newsletters or JBC Songs, here’s 
how to register on the website: 

1. Hover your pointer over the “Login/Out” tab and select “Register” from the drop down menu; 

http://80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/major-general-james-eugene-mcinerney-jr/
http://80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/major-general-james-eugene-mcinerney-jr/
http://www.80fsheadhunters.org/
http://www.80fsheadhunters.org/
mailto:HH01@80fsheadhunters.org
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2. On the “Register” screen, type in your email address, a password  and some name, rank and serial 
number info.  It’ll take you about 1 minute. 

After you get a confirmation email: 
Lifetime Members  and paid Annual Members:  Give me a day or two and  I’ll link your paid 
membership to your website account.  Make sure you use the email address you’ve registered with the 
site; 
New or Non-current Annual Members:   click on the “Store” tab and buy your membership    (annual 
or you can upgrade to LTM based on your age).  Instant access! 

Please see the FAQ page for more details, 

If you are a LTM or current Annual Member and are still getting a “Membership 
Required” error message, its a simple  two-step process to get that fixed: 

Make sure you have registered for your website account and can successfully log in- see above. Drop 
me an email.  I’ll re-activate your account, usually within a day or so. 

NEXT REUNION: 23-26 APRIL 2015                               NEXT REUNION: 23-26 APRIL 2015    
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.  Unfortunately the Museum will be very busy with airshows 
in May, so we had to jump on the last weekend in April.  The centerpiece of this reunion is a P-38 
recovered from a watery Pacific grave that is being restored by WestPac Restorations adjacent to the 
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WORLD WAR II AVIATION, located in Colorado Springs, CO.  The P-38 in 
question belonged to one of our famous founders who was instrumental establishing the Headhunters 
as an effective fighting force (can’t mention the name, just yet, per the owners…).  You will want to see 
this one! 

Events;  Thursday: early bird welcome dinner; Friday: welcome, cocktails a local event and hopefully 
a singalong with the Juvat Boy’s Choir.  Saturday: golf at the USAFA, Pikes Peak, Cog Train tour and 
banquet  at the National Museum of World WarII Aviation   http://www.worldwariiaviation.org/  The 
banquet will be in the museum with tables arranged around the displays/aircraft WWII-era music 
available.  We’ll start  with a tour of the facilities led by a Docent. Happy Hour with Open Bar.  5PM 
start.    I  can just say we will see "several P-38's undergoing restoration."  

Look for the sign up sheet in the February newsletter and on the website as soon as it’s finalized. Sorry 
for the delay.  While we’re waiting, click on “Reunions” for hotel information. Or go here:  
http://80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/c-springs-2015-reunion-hotel-info/  Make your 
reservations as early as you can.  Hotel is the Elegante. $89 per night. Free hot breakfast. Airport 
shuttle. Wi-fi, etc, etc. 

In an effort to get you there, the Association will pick up all the Hospitality Suite expenses. Free booze 
and snacks.  That should, at least, get all the airline pilots there.  Your Association will pick up the bar 

tab at the  Museum bar as well. 

FOLKS, PLEASE MARK THIS IN YOUR CALENDARS AND PASS IT AROUND TO ANY 

HEADHUNTERS YOU KNOW. REUNION ATTENDANCE IS WHAT MAKES OR BREAKS AN 

ORGANIZATION LIKE OURS. MORE INFO TO FOLLOW 

Happy Holidays to all.                     Tex and Rita2 
 

http://www.worldwariiaviation.org/
:%20%20http:/80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/c-springs-2015-reunion-hotel-info/
:%20%20http:/80fsheadhunters.org/2014/10/23/c-springs-2015-reunion-hotel-info/
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80th Fighter Squadron 
THE HEADHUNTERS 
PO Box 162 
St Marys, PA 15857 
 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“TWIN TAILED LIGHTNING WAS OUR WARPLANE,  AS WE ROAM’D PACIFIC SKIES… 
SEARCHING OUT, THE SONS OF NIPPON, SENDING THEM TO THEIR DEMISE.” 


